TENSOR PRODUCTS OVER BANACH ALGEBRAS
BY

B. R. GELBAUM

0. Introduction. In [4], [5], [6] the structures Ax ®y A2, where Ay and A2
are Banach algebras, are discussed. Actually, a proper parallel to the algebraic
situation is: three commutative Banach algebras A, B, C, where A and B are
C-bimodules (in the sense described below), and some Banach-algebraic version
of A ®CB- In the first part of the following, we shall give a general discussion
of A ®CB, a natural Banach-algebraic version of the (algebraic) tensor product
of A and B over C. Thereafter, we shall discuss a special case in which A, B, C
are group algebras of locally compact abelian groups. Finally we shall handle
the even more special problem in which A and B are group algebras of locally
compact abelian groups and C is a group algebra of a compact abelian group.
In the last two parts, particularly the last, a connection will be established between the theory of tensor products and the theory of group extensions. In this
connection, the author thanks L. Auslander for indicating the point in question.
The author is also indebted to Dr. B. Natzitz for pointing out errors and the
need for clarifying several items of an earlier draft of this paper.

1. A ®CB. In analogy to the treatment in [5], [6] we consider three commutative Banach algebras A, B, C where it is assumed that A and B are C-bimodules.
The fundamental topological assumption is: For (a, b, c) e A\x B x C,

|| ac || £ | a J || c | and | be | g || fr| ¡c\\.
We construct the linear function space and commutative topological algebra

Fc04,B) = (/ |/6 CÁXB, yy(f) m I

||/(a, b) \

< 00

(a,ft)

where multiplication * of two elements fy,f2 is defined by

(fi*f2)(a,b) =

I

aLü2 =a;bib2

—b

fi(ai,by)f2(a2,b2),if\\a\\\\b\\>0,

= 0,

otherwise.

The relations
(o,6)\ai

Û

£
a2=a;bib2

I

\\fiiai,by)f2(a2,b2)\
-b

||/iOi,&i)| |/2(a2,b2)| 1a. I ||a2| \\by\

= yiC/ihiCA)
< °o
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show that the series defining (fx *f2) (a, b) converges whenever | a || | b jj > 0.
Thus /i */2 is well defined and is in FC(A, B). Commutativity and associativity
of * are easily proved.
In Fc we consider the closed ideal I generated by the functions of the following types:

(1)

f(ai + a2,bx) = -f(ax,bx)=

- f(a2,bx),

f(a,b) = 0, otherwise;
(2)

Z(«i,foi + Z>2)= -f(ax,bx)=

-f(ax,b2),

f(a,b) = 0, otherwise;
(3)

f(axcx,bx)

f(a,b)
(4)

= -f(ax,cxbx),

= 0, otherwise;

f(axcx,bx)cx = -f(ax,bx),

f(a,b) = 0, otherwise.
(If C has no identity, then for k e C we include in / the functions

(3')

f(a^,bx)

= -f(ax,lbx),

f(a,b) = 0, otherwise;

(4')

f(axKbx)l = -f(ax,bx),
f(a,b) = 0, otherwise.)

We then define ^4®CB to be FC(A,B)/I. After the next remarks we shall show
that D = A ®CB is a commutative Banach algebra and then we shall investigate
the maximal ideal space 9Jîfl.
It is of interest first to illustrate the above concepts.

Example 1.

Let S = {z\ \ z | ^ 1} and let A = B = C(S). Let C = Ax

= {f\f analytic in S°, / continuous on S}. If A and B are regarded as
C-bimodules with elements of C acting by pointwise multiplication, then the
conditions of our general discussion prevail and A ®c B is definable.
Example 2. Let G, H, K be locally compact abelian groups, and let
6G:K-> G, 6H:K-> H be homomorphisms such that 9G(K) and 6H(K) axe
closed subgroups of G and H respectively. Let ,4=L1(G), B = LX(H) and

C = LX(K) and for aeA,

ceC define ac by

= Í«(Éa(¿-0G(O)c(QaT.

ac(0=

Jk

Again (see §3) the definitions permit the construction of A ®CB. (Note the case:
G,H subgroups of a supergroup, G zs K, H =>K, 6G, 8fI the inclusion maps.)

Example
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3.

Let H™ = {/| /analytic

in S°, supso|/|

< oo}.

Then

if (a)

A = B = C(S), C = HOTor if (b) A = B = H °°and C = Ax, A ®CB is definable
in a standard way.
Example 4.
Let Cik)([0,1]) be the set of functions continuous on [0,1] and
having k continuous derivatives on [0,1] . For fe Cw([0,1]) let

|/||

= Z sup{|/U)(x)|
j =i

|0£xgl}.

Then with the obvious definitions of operations,
A = C(kl)(\0,l~\), B = Ökl\\0,l~\),
C=C("3)([0,1]),

if 0 5= kx, k2^k3
and if
we see that A®CB is

definable.
Example 5.

A and B are two commutative

subalgebras

of a commutative

Banach algebra and C = A n B .
In defining A®CB = D, we did not prove it is a Banach space. However,
the only question of substance is resolved by

Lemma 1. If feFc(A,B) and ifyx(f) = 0, then f el.
Proof. For each pair (a, b) either || a || = 0 or || b || = 0 or f(a, b) = 0. We
may confine ourselves to the case || a |j =0. Let f(a, b) = c and choose ax # 0.
Then using the customary symbolism we find:
c((ax - ax)®b)

-

c(ax ® b) - c((-ax)®

b)el,

- c(ax®b)-c((-ax)®b)eI,

via(l);

via(4');

and thus c(0®b)el.
Thus, from Lemma 1 we can conclude that if y(z) denotes the quotient seminorm of zeD, then y(z) = 0 if and only if z = 0. It is now clear that D is a commutative Banach algebra.

2. Maximal ideals. Let 9Jtc be the set of multiplicative homomorphisms of
C into C (or, equivalently, the set of regular maximal ideals of C). Let 9Jtc be
9Jlc with the null map adjoined. We use 3JlA and WB in a similar sense.
Theorem 1. There is a homeomorphism t:50îd^9jîa
x 9JÎB and the image
of % is a locally compact subset ofyRA x9)tB. There are continuous mappings

p:W.A-^yRc,v:W.B^Wc

such that ifp = pxv

then t(9Jïb) = p_1(A) where

A = diagonal of 93îc x S(Iic. These mappings are furthermore
lows: If zeD and if z has the representative

Z cn(a„®b„)
then for any MD e ^RD

[5],[6],

related

as fol-
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2 cn(Mc)â„(MA)bn(MB),
n= l

where x(MD) = (MA,MB) and p(MA) = v(MB) = Mc.

The proof of the theorem will follow a sequence of lemmas.
Lemma 1. There is a function k(c,MA),
aeA,
[(caf] Ä(MA) = k(c,MA)â(MA).

Proof.

independent

of a such that for

Let a £ MA and let
k(c, a,MA) = i(cay\ A(MA) lâ(MA).

We show that so long as a$MA,

k(c,a,MA) is independent of a. Indeed, if

ay$MA,

k(caM)-k(ca
M) -- [("OH^-Wâ(MA)ây(MA)
" IMTWMMJ
k(c,ay,MA)
K(c,a,MA)

The numerator of the last fraction is [(caay)]^(MA) - [(caya)]^iMA) which is 0
since A is commutative. Dropping a from k(c, a, MA), we let the result denote the
required function: k(c,MA). If a(Mx)#0, then clearly [ca~\~(MA)= k(c,MA)â(MA).
We observe that every MAei\TlA is a C-ideal and similarly every MBeiXfiB
is a C-ideal. Indeed, if aeMA, ceC,
let a„ $ MA, a„ -» a. Then
ca„-+ca, [canY(MA) = k(c,MA)an(MA)^0, i.e., {caY(MA) = 0.
Hence, in particular, for all a: \ca~]^(MA) = k(c,MA)â(MA).
Corollary.

Proof.

If for some a0 $ MA, ca0 e MA, then cA <=MA.

k(c,MA) = 0, whence for any aeA,

Lemma 2.

For MA fixed,

[ca]^(MA) = 0.

k(c,MA) is a continuous

homomorphism

of C

into C. (Either there is an Mc e 9JÎCsuch that c(Mc) = k(c, MA) or k(c, MA) = 0.)
Proof. The equations k(cy + c2,MA) = k(cy,MA) + k(c2,MA) and k(Xcy,MA)
= Xk(cy,MA),XeC, are clearly true. On the other hand [(cxc2a)\ ~(MA) = k(cx,MA)
(c2a)~(MA) = k(cy,MA) k(c2, MA)â(MA), whence kicxc2, MA) = kicx,MA)kic2, MA).

Finally, if lim,,.,^

= 0, then for a<£MA

i

i

IIc„|| || a I

as n -►oo . Thus k(c, MA) is continuous in c.

Note that if C = C then k(c,MA) = c.
Defining p:<iRA->5ö"£by p(MA) = Mc if k(c,MA) = c(Mc) and p(MA) = null
map if ^cíBÍJeO,
and similarly defining v:2RB-*9Jl£, we sna» define T so
that T,p,v behave as stated in the theorem. (In Example 5, if C is contained in
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the radicals of both algebras A and B, then p(MA) = null map, v(MB) = null
map for all MA, MB. In other words p(9Jc¿ x 9JcB) may be completely outside

3RCx 9JÎC.) First we prove
Lemma 3.
Proof.

p and v are continuous.

Let p(MA) = X, where X is either some Mc or X is the null map. If

N(X) = {Yeimc\ \e¿Y)-e¿X)\<e,

7 = 1,2,...,«},

let â(MA)= 1 and let

N(MA) ={M'A\\ [_(aCi)r(M'A)- [(acfl^MJ
\<ex,\
â(M'A) - â(MA) \<ex,
i = 1,2, •••,«}. Then for 0 < ex < e/(l + max, | c, |), p(N(MA)) c N(X). Hence p
(and similarly v) is continuous.
To define t we proceed as follows. Let MDe 9JiB and let ueD be such that
u(M¡f) = 1. Regarding D as a bimodule with respect to A, B and C we define:

</>» = [(au)Y(MD),

c/>B(/j)= l(bu)Y(MD),
c¡>c(c) = i(cu)Y(MD)
These are clearly continuous homomorphisms
and (¡)Baxe surjections by first noting
Lemma 4.

A regular

[5], [6].
into C. We shall show that <pA

ideal in D is simultaneously

an A-ideal, B-ideal and

C-ideal.
Proof. See proof of Lemma 1 [5, §1].
If <f>Al(0)
= A, and if u is represented by
00

Z c'n(a'n®b'a),
n=l

then, for any a'm,
CO

Z c'n(a'na'm®K)
B=l

represents an element in MD, whence u2eMD and a contradiction results. Thus

let (¡>2i(0)= MA, </i¡1(0)=MB, c/>c'(())= A: (where Xe^).

We shall show

p(MA) = v(MB) = X. Indeed, since u2 —ue MD, we see that for aeA,beB,ceC.

i(abcu)Y(MA) =
=

i(acu)Y(MA)\L(bu)r(MA)
4>A(ac)4>B(b)

and
</>>c) = \_(acu)Y(MD) = \_(au)Y(MD)[(cu)Y(MD)

= </u(a)<M»•
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Thus, if epA(a)^0,

4>A(ac)l4>A(a)
= tpc(c). Similarly cpB(bc)= cbB(b)epc(c).In

summary, for zeD,

and z represented by
00

I

c„(a„®bn),

n=l

we have the formula
z(MD) =

I

en(X)ân(MA)'bn(MB).

n= l

Note that in the above X e 2RC, since otherwise z(MD) = 0 for all z, and this
contradicts the fact that MD e 9JlD. Thus we see that an MD e 9JcDengenders a
pair (MA,MB) e ï\)lA x ïWB such that p(MA, MB) e A. (Referring again to Example
5, we see that if C is contained in the radicals of both algebras A and B, then
i)JlD is empty.) Clearly if (MA,MB)ep~l(A) and if p(MA) = v(MB) = Mc then
the mapping taking zeD into
Z cn(Mc)ân(MA)'bn(MB)
n= l

(where z is represented by Z^=. c„(a„ ® &„)) provides a nontrivial homomorphism D -> C. Let t(Md) = (MA,MB). We must now show that x is a homeo-

morphism.
t is 1-1 : If x(MD) = x(M'D), then for any zeD

represented by c(a ® b) we
have ¿(Mjj) = z(M'D), whence by linear extension, for any zeD, z(MD) = z(M'D),
and thus MD = M'D. Bicontinuity of x is established as in [4] and in the corrected version in [5].
Remark.
p_1(A) c P_1(A) u {\MA,MB) | piMA) = v(MB) = null map}. Indeed, if iMA,MB)e p-1iA) and p{MA) j= null map or v(MB) # null map, we
may assume p(MA) # v(MB) and p(MA) # null map. Thus we may choose
cev(MB) \p(MA) and so that c(p(MA)) = 1. Let â(MA) = b(MB) = I and choose
N(MA,MB) = {(M'A,M'B)\ \â(MA) - â(MA) \<s,

\ b(MB) - b(M'B)\ <s,

| l(ca)Y(M'A)- \Jcá)T(M'A)| < £, | \Jcb)YiMB)- [(cfc)]-(MB)|< e}.
Since 7V(Mi4,MB)np-1(A)#0,

that p(Mx) = v(MB) = M¿/

there is in 7V(MX,MB) a pair iM'A,M'B) such

null map. However [(ca)]^(Mx) = 1, ([c/>XT(MB)=0,

|á(Mx)l<l

+ e,

|Â(MB)|>l-e.

Hence, by direct calculation (1 - £)/(l + e)< | ciMç) | <e/(l —e), an impossibility
if 0 < e < 1 /3. Thus p-J(A) c: p-i(A);u [\MA,MB)\ piMA) = v(MB) = null map}.
We have noted earlier, in connection with Example 5, that p(3JlAx SMB)may
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be (aW2\9mc)x(aR2\aRc), Le> the nul1 maPs- Hence pWIa*WIb) does not
necessarily contain A. However we can prove

Propostion 1. p($JlAx 9JcB)=>A if and only if for every Mce 9Jlc,
I(MC) = {z I zeD,z represented by Z"=i c„(an® b„), c„eMc,
«=1,2, •••} is
contained in some MD e 9JtD, i.e., there is a pair (MA, MB) such that p(MA) = v(MB)

= Mc if and only if I(MC) is contained in some MDe 9JÎ0.
Proof.

Assume I(MC) is contained

in some MDe sJllD: I(MC)<=MD.

Let

z(MD) = (MA, MB), p(MA) = v(MB) = M'c. We show MC = MC. If MC*M'C,
choose ceMc\M'c,
a$MA, b$MB. Then w represented by c(a ® b) satisfies

w(MD) = c(Mc)â(MA)S(MB) ¿ 0.
On the other hand weMD and a contradiction results.
If p(MA) = v(MB) = Mc, let MD = z~l(MA,MB). Then if z, represented

by

CO

Z cn(a„®b„),
n= i

is in I(MC),
CO

z(MD) =

Z cn(Mc)ân(MA)bn(MB) = 0.
H=l

Hence I(MC) c MD.
If A, B, C axe as in Example 5, then for MDe 9JcB, t(Md) = (MA,MB) where

p(MA) = v(MB) = Mc and Mc is the kernel of both homomorphisms A -» ^4/M^,
B-+BIMB when they are confined to C. In fact [(ca)]^^)
= cYMJáYMJ.
Thus k(c, MA) = c(MA) and we see c(Mc) = c(MA). Similarly, c(Mc) = c(MB).
The discussion of the semisimplicity of D when A, B, C axe semisimple will
not be given. The case where C = C is to the writer's knowledge unresolved and
a fortiori the general case remains an open problem. We shall see later how the
semisimplicity of D enters in an essential fashion in the study of the area associated

with Example 2.
3. Group algebras. We now turn to a more detailed discussion of Example 2.
Direct integration computations show that A and B are C-bimodules in the sense
discussed. We shall in this section write G, H, K for 9jï^,9)îB, lUíc and x,ß,y for
MA,MB,MC [10]. One purpose of the development will be the discussion of the
relationship of D to the group algebra Lx((g>)of a group © constructible from
G, H, K. To this end we proceed as follows :

Lemma 1. The maps p:G-*K
of the maps 6G and 6H.

and v:H->K

are the duals 9* amd 0%
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Proof.
[ca^ia)

= c(«(a))â(a)

= f

\ a(i]- 9G(Q)c(Ç)yJ,V)
did!;

J G Jk

= â(a)c(6*(a)).

Thus tfS(oc)= pia) and similarly 9fx(ß)= v(ß).
It follows that
t(9Jid) = {(a,«|0*(a)

= 0*(i?)}

= (0S x 0*)"1 (diagonal (JEx K)),
a closed subgroup of G x H. If indeed D = Lx((è) for some locally compact

abelian group © then 2TtDand © are identifiable and93îfl = ©. Since 3JÍDis already
exhibited as a group we find

ÛD £ (GxH)/9jí¿
where SÜ1¿= {(c;,n)\((a,ß),

(£,n)) = 1, all (cc,ß)e9JcD} and the candidate for ©

is (Gxíf)/9Jt¿.
Lemma 2.

Let 9H: K -> i/

denote fne mapping

f -> — 9H(Ç). Then

mt = (0G x ÖH)(diagonal (KxK)) = Q.
Proof.

Q is

a

closed

ieí,iíf),8yliQ)-+i¿;,ti)eGxH,

subgroup

of

G x H.

For

if

for

some

net

then from the fact that 9GiK) and Ba(K) are

closed and the mappings 9G:K-+ 6GiK), Qn:K-+ 8aiK) are homomorphisms,
hence open, we conclude (£,n)e6ciK) x 0H(K). Let 0G(£i) = £, 8HiC2)= n.
Using the fact that 9G:K-* 6GiK), 9H:K^> 8HiK) are open, we can find a subnet

£,->{;.,

and a subsubnet £-*Ca

such that 0G(Ct)-^,

0H(C'2)->". Since £

is a subsubnet of Ça'2,and X is a T2-space, we conclude £i = £2 and (£,n)eg.

Now if £ = 0C(O, n =0H(C), then for i<x,ß)e mD

(0G(O,a)(0H(O,/?)= i^,eG(a))(Z9*(J)) = 1.
Hence Q c3Jt¿.

On the other hand, if (£,«)e.u*t¿ \ß,

choose (a0,ß0) such that

(£,a0)(n,j30) * ! and (ßG(ö,«o)0H(.ö,ßo) = 1. all ÇeX. Then for all a,j8 such

that 0*(oc)= 0Stf) 0-e., («,ße 3Kfl)
(£,cc)(n,/0 = 1.
But, by assumption (Ç,0*(ao)) = (Ç,9*(ß0)), all ieK.

Hence 0*(ao) = 9*H(ß0)

and thus (£,a0)(n,/?u) = 1, a contradiction. Thus yRjf = Q. The mapping
9G x 9H: diagonal (K x iC)-»9Jl¿ is easily shown to be continuous and open.

(Here and earlier we have exploited the standard proposition Let <3>:X->T be:
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a surjection. Then í> is open if and only if whenever yp = <&(xp)-+ í>(x) = y for
some nets yp, xp, there is a net x'„-+ x and a subnet yp\a) of yp such that <D(x^)

= JV?) ~*y-) Manifestly 6G x SB is^a homomorphism.
Presumably then © should be 9Jlfl, i.e., if © = (G x H)/(6G x 0H)(diagonal
(K x K)), then D s Li(©). We shall see to what extent we can establish the
truth of

D s Lx((5).
We shall assume in what follows that K is compact.
The first step in the process will be the construction of an epimorphism
T:D-+LX((&). It will then be shown that T is an isomorphism if and only if

D is semisimple.
We begin by defining two mappings on the functions/

of FC(A,B) with finite

support :
Tx(c(a®b))(^,n)

= f f «it - 0e(Ci)- 0o(Í2MCi)b(n
- êH(Ç2))
dCxdC2,
Jk Jk

T2(c(a®b)W,n)

= f f a(^-oG(cx))c(c2)b(n-eH(i:2)-ôH(cx))di:xdi:2.
Jk Jk

By changing variables, £2 -» (3 —Ci, we conclude Tx = T2 = f. The usual integration procedures show T(f)eLx((5) and that Tis bounded. That is, although
T(f) is ostensibly a function of (£, «), actually T(/) is constant on cosets of
Q, T(f)eLx((S>) and for some constant M, | f(f) |] ^Myx(f).
Thus T may
be extended to all £CL4,£) by continuity. Further manipulation of integrals
shows that T(I) = 0 (since these manipulations are typified in some of the proofs
below, they are here omitted). Hence T defines a unique bounded mapping

T: D^LX((S).
Lemma 3.

Proof.

T is multiplicative.

Let g represent the typical element of © : g = (£, n) ,IQ.

T(cxc2(axa2®bxb2))(Q)
=

[[[[[
Jg Jfi Jk Jk Jk

ax(i;-i;1-oG(t;x)-eG(i;2))a2(çx)cx(i;x-!;3)c2(i;3)

■bx(n -nx-

eHit2))b2ind dtxdnxdtxdt2di3.

This may be written after the change Çx-» £x —QG(t¡3)
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f f [ f f f «t« - «1- 0«(£l)- Ög(C2)
+ 0G«3))«2(Í1
- ÖC(C3))

Jg Jh L JkJkJk

■cx(Çx- C3)c2(C3)bx(r,
-nx-

SH(i2))b2(nx)dCidCzdCs] «i*»i-

and this in turn is

f í í í í Í f a& ~ i»- ög(Ci)
- öG(C2)
+ 0C(C3)
- 0gO
• fl2(f1 - 0g(C3)- öc(W)ci(f i - Ca^OCÄO? - «i - 0«(C2)- öfl(C4))

■6a(?i-4(C4))«i«a«»] dcJdBWe have used the formula

f ©(ai)dco= f

Jq

J diagonal (KxK)

<l>((eG
x ^(C, C))J(C,
0 = f O((0C
x 0H)
(C,0) #,
Jk

valid (if the Haar measures are adjusted) for any <t>continuous and with compact
support. The formula follows from the simple observation: If Q:X ->Y is an
epimorphism of compact groups, then

f O(0(x))dx
is an invariant functional on LX(Y). Thus for some Haar measure on Y

j®(Q(x)dx= JQiy) dy.
We assume the adjustment has been made. We find then
T(cx(ax®bx))T(c2(a2®b2))(^,n)

= j" {[ jJK"M - & - 0g(W- 0c(C2))ci(ii)GiO/
- «i - 0"«(C2))dCidf2]

• [ JJ/2«i

- *offs)- do(U))c2(C3)b2(ril
- 8H(U))dt3d^j dg.

Changing variables (CX->C¡—(3) in the first [ ] above we obtain

f ( f f f «i(É- íi - 0G(Ci)
- 0C(C2)
+ 0g(C3))Ci(Ci
-Q

JslLJkJk

■bx(n-m-

\k\kMi

8HiC2))dCxdC2^

~ °GÍÍ2)~ ^WWCa^sOii - Ö^^d^d^]

} dQ-
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We may replace (£, n) by (£, n) —(0G(C4), $/■(£>.))m the first [ ] above and obtain

[(iff

Je>' L JkJk

ay(d- {. - 9G(Cy)
- 9G(C2)
+ 0G(C3)
- 0G(O)c.(Ci- d)

■by^-ny-SyygJ-UUydtyd^

51
JkJ f

¿8»

«2(£l - öc(C3) - 0c(C4))c2(C3)b2(«l - 0H(Í4))^3»ÍC4

Comparison of the formulas for T(cyC2iaya2 ® byb2)) and Ticyiay ® bL))
■T(c2(a2 (g)ft2)) shows they are the same and we conclude that Tis multiplicative.

Lemma 4. Let Ä ,C be commutative Banach algebras, Ä a C-bimodule.
Let {<?}be an approximate identity for C. Then {c} is also an approximate

identity for Ä if and only if each äte Ä is of the form Cyä2, CyeC,ä2e Ä.
Proof. Paraphrasing Cohen's argument [3], we find that if {£} is an approximate identity for Ä, then each äy e Ä is of the form indicated. Conversely if
äy e Ä,

let

äy = Cyä2. Then

cäy —äy = ccyä2 — c,â2 = iccy — cl)ä2 -> 0

on

the net {c}.
Lemma 5. Let K be compact and let {c}, where all c are continuous and
nonnegative, be an approximate identity in C = L,(K). Then for aeA = LxiG),

aM) = ffl«-flc(0)c(OdÇ-«
Jk

on the net {c}.
Proof. We may assume that a is continuous, nonnegative and that a has
compact support. Hence there is a fixed compact AcG such that a and all ac

are 0 off A. Then we write

Jjfl(ö-ae({)|

di

= Mx f

( f | a({+0C(O)
- aM + 0G(O)
I dt) dX,

Jg/8g(K) \ Jk

I

where X = ¿¡¡9GiK) and where Mx is some constant. (An adjustment of Haar
measure would make Mx = 1. This would have to be reconciled with the earlier
adjustment used in the proof of Lemma 3. For our purposes, the above suffices.)
Our assumptions imply that the functions

j

ait + 0G(O)dÇ, £ aM + 9GiO)dÇ,

in LyiG ¡9GiK)) are continuous and that they all vanish off the compact set A/0G(X).
For e.> 0, and each £ + 0G(K)e A /0G(K), choose öy > 0 and c? so that
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j \ ait + 0GiO)- flc« + 0e(O)| dl < bx

for c( and all c beyond c^. Let <52> 0 and let F be a neighborhood of 0 in G I9G(K)
such that for £, + 9G(K)e{ + 0G(K)+ V, )K\ a(Ç + 0G(Ç))- a(Sx + 0C(0)| dl.<b2.
Then, for such Ç,ÇX,

I f (aM + 9G(0)-aMi + 9G(0)di
l Jk

-iffI JkJk (««+ 0g(O- 0g(Ci))
- «(ii + öc(0- 0G(Ci))MCi)«1

- L 'c(Ci)i{Sja(tí+0c(o)
~a^1+ö°(o)|dc)^
<

¿2.

In other words, the functions $Ka(£,+ 0G(Q)d£, JKac(i + 9G(Q)dÇ form an
equicontinuous family. Hence for each i + 9G(K) e A ¡9G(K) there is a neighborhood

V(Ç + 9G(K)) where the inequality (*) persists for all c beyond c¿.

Let V(ti + 9G(K)), i = 1,2, ••■,N be a finite subcovering of A¡9G(K). Then for
all c beyond the "last" c4l and for any c; + 9G(K)eA!9G(K), (*) is true. Hence if

¿[M,

dX<e,
Ja/«c(K)

we see J"G|a(Ç) —af£)\ d{ < e for all c beyond the "last" c(l, i.e.,

lim f |a(i)-fle(£)|
{c} Jg

di = 0.

Furthermore, since || c || = 1, we find | ac | g || a |j.
Combining Lemmas 4 and 5 we see that there is an approximate identity {c}
for C that is also an approximate identity for A, and mutatis mutandis for B.

Lemma 6.
Proof.

J' is surjective.

Let </>
e LX((S). If R: Li(G x H) -* Lx((&)is the canonical epimorphism

*(*)-fiK«,i|)+
«)«*«,
let R(0) = </>.Via [7, p. 59-60], [9] we can find a ze ,4®,,B,z represented by
CO

Z (än®b„),
n= l

such that in the isomorphism A®yB^Lx(G

x H),z «-»4>. Exploiting Lemmas
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4 and 5 we find elements cneC and a„e A such that ä„ = a„c„. It is now clear
that if z in D is represented by
00

Z c„(a„®fc„),
n= i

then T(z) = ej>.
Theorem

1.

T is an isomorphism

if and only if D is semisimple.

Since © is a locally compact abelian group, Lt(©) is semisimple and thus
if Tis an isomorphism, D is semisimple.
On the other hand, let D be semisimple. We shall show that for any
z e T-1(0)> êiMyj) = 0, whence z = 0, T is 1-1 and, from the earlier results, an
isomorphism. To this end let
CO

Z c„(a„®/0
n= i

represent zeT~\0).

For any MD let t(Mö) = (a, ß) where 0G(a) = 0£(jS) = y e K.

Then
ziMD) = Z cniy)ania)k(ß)
n= l

= Z f f ( f aM- Utu)cMi)bMdCy)ic-,°L)in,ß)
di^dn
n= i J%Jh\

Jk

/

= n=l
Z J<f,\
f ( JkLJ
f f fKajit+ 9GiC2)
- 9Git;y))cnii;i)Kin
+ te)) dCil
J
• « + 0c(i2),«) (" + ^(C2),J3) dC2) d9
where g denotes the coset of i£,,n) in ©,

« + 0G(C2).«)(«+ 0fl(C2),jß)= (9, M})
where {a, J?} is the element of © corresponding to the pair (a, ß)eQL . Setting
Tic„ia„ ® o,,)) = i¡/„ia) we find the above sum of integrals reduces to

Z f UqKô,{*,ß})
dQ= UTz)YW,ß}
= o.

,1=1 J<5

Hence z = 0 and T is an isomorphism.
Note that when C = C, D is semisimple, © = G x H and a known result

[5], [9] obtains: Ly(G)®yLy(H) = LyiG x H).
In [6] the relationship between Grothendieck's "condition of approximation"
and its equivalents [7] on the one hand and the semisimplicity of A ®yB, when
A and B are semisimple, on the other hand were examined.
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Pursuit of the same line here does not appear promising. The method that
succeeds in the case of A ®,,B would require, in the context of LyiG) ®LiXK)LiiH),
the presence of many finite-dimensional ^(.iQ-modules in LX(G). However, if
G = R, K = Z and if 0G is the inclusion map, then LX(G) has no finite-dimensional
L.1(X)-modules other than {0}. This fact can be verified quite easily as follows:
Let N be a nontrivial finite-dimensional L1(Z)-module in LX(R) and let
{«i}?=i De a basis for N. For some integer r, real numbers tx,t2, i3, r4, and some

c in Ly(Z) the following hold:
(a)

r < ty < t2 < t3 < t4 < r + 1 ;

(b) c(l) = 0 if 0<ïy<ï
i = t (modi);

<t2<l,

c(t) = 1 if 0 < ?3 < t < i4 < 1, where

(c) {á,(0} are linearly independent on (?i, ?2) and on (F3,i4).
If ca¿ = Z" = 1AjJai- we rapidly conclude the contradiction: Xi}= ôu = 0 for

all i,j = 1,2,»..,».
4. Tensor products of groups.
In the setting most briefly described by the
symbols {G,H,K,9G,9H} we may interpret K as operating on each of G and H
according to the following format: Let G = {£}, H = {n}, K = {£}. Define the

action of Ce K on £ e G by £(£) = £ + 0G(Q. Similarly Ç(n)= if + 0«(C)• Thus
each ÇeK induces 1-1 mappings of G and H upon themselves.
It is simple to give abstract characterizations of the actions of these mappings.
Then, in G x H we may introduce a relation S by the rule: i^y,ny) SiÇ2,n2) if
and only if there is a t,eK such that C(^i) = £2 and Ç(n2) = r]x. The relation S
is easily shown to be an equivalence relation because K is abelian. The S-equivalence class containing (O^O,,), the identity of G x H, is then readily seen to
be a subgroup (normal since G and H are abelian) which we may readily identify
with what we have already denoted by Q. In terms of the mappings that K induces on G and H, we may then recover 0G and 9H by the formulas

0G(u= «oG),0«(Q= aoH).
In the light of the above we choose to interpret G x H IQ as the tensor product
G®KH relative to the mappings 0G and 9H or (equivalently) relative to the

defined actions of K on G and H.
If we show then that LyiG) ®Ll(K) Ly'H) and L,(©) are isomorphic we shall
simultaneously show that the tensor product of group algebras is the group
algebra of the tensor product.
The theorem we shall prove is
Theorem 1. 1/ G and H are locally compact abelian groups and if K is a
compact abelian group, then
LyiG) ®Lí(K)LyiH)3íLyiG®KH)
where the tensor products in question are taken with respect to continuous homo-

morphisms 0C and 9H of K into G and H.
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This result was proved in 1962. During an unavoidable delay in the publication process, Boaz Natzitz had the opportunity to work with the author and he
extended the theorem to the case where K is permitted to be locally compact
(and abelian). His efforts led to a doctoral dissertation at the University of Minnesota, and his paper (incorporating new methods) will be published at a later date.
We begin the proof of the theorem with
Lemma 1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let aeLx(G).
Then for e > 0 there is a u eLx(G) such that l| « ¡j ;£ 2, u is continuous, u has
compact support and such that ¡| a — au ¡| < e.
Proof. Let v e LX(G) be such that ¡ja — av || < 8 ¡2, | v || = 1. Choose u continuous in LX(G) and so that ¡|u || ^ 2, | v — m|| < £,/2 | a |j (to avoid the trivial
case we assume a^O) and u has compact support [10]. Then | a —au |
:£ I a — av | + || ai; — au \\ < e ¡2 + e ¡2 = e..

Now let cy = g,y) where ÇeK, yeK. Then cyeLx(K). If aeLx(G) and if
â has compact support then

J""

(Ç-9G(0)(Ç,y)dÇ

Jk

á(a)(í-0c(O,«)
Hence, the fundamental
show

da)(í,y)dC.

relations among group characters of compact groups

= J^mit, «)( f (C,y-0C(«))
do da

-I >(y)
á(a)(í,a)

Let z"eD

be represented

da.

by Z"= i c"n(a"n
® b"„) and be such that z"(MD) = 0.

By the use of approximate identities (cf. Lemma 1) we can for e > 0 produce a
z' represented by Z™=1cn(a'„® b'„) such that y(z - z") < e/2, z'(MD) = 0, and
such that all â'„, b'„, c„ have compact support. Actually, and we shall need this
in the course of our argument, there are fixed compact sets T, H, K in G,H,K
such that for all «, support (a„) <r T, support (b'„) c H, support (c„) c K. Finally, by the use of two functions u, v, nonnegative and with compact supports,
CU,DV we may write an = i/a„', bn = vb'n and conclude that Z"=i cn(a„ ® b„) rep-

resents an element z such that y(z' — z) < e/22, z(MD) = 0. The exploitation of
(3'),(4'), §1, permits us to assume Z^i || < \ > ^n°°=i I!K \ < « .
Since K is compact, K is discrete, K is finite and each c„= Z? e Kc„(y)(C,y).

We conclude that
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Z ( Z cn(y)cy)

•( f f â'n(a)iïx,cc)u(H
-ÇJdÇyda® f Í B;,(ß)(r]y,ß)v(r,-ny)dr,ydß)
\ Jo J G

JH J H

I

represents z.
Next we write for each y e K,

f-- Í +\f

Jo

Je*c \y)

Jh

¡a*H-\y)

Jo\e¿-

M

VS»»«"1 (r)

From Lemma 1, §1 we see that if cc'(a ® b) represents some w and c'a = 0,
then w =0. In the present circunstances, if c(a ® b) represents some w and ca = 0,
then w = 0. For if c' is properly chosen so that || c'c — c || is small, then cc'(a ® b)
represents a w' near vvand on the other hand w' = 0.
From the observations
cya =

â(c) (ä, a) dec

and cy*cy = cy we conclude that z is represented by

Z ( Z cn(y)cy)
»=l\reK

/

â'jMiMuit-ÇJdÇydat® f f

e'J (y)

JhJ«U~<»

b'M(riiJ)v(n-ny)dn^).
/

If z,v is represented by the first JV terms of the above series, then y(zN — z) -» 0
as JV-> oo . We shall show that for each Ar, there are finitely many precompact
disjoint measurable sets C„ Dj in G, H, elements |, e C,, f?;e D,- for which Z^^C,),
2ZjmH(Dj)< T0 < co, where T0 is N-free, and for which

Z (Z ( f

jeK \ ¡,j Wec

f

(v) Je«

Z eniymzW,<ß)iZt,*)%,ß)
deedß)

O) n=i

/

• (m^C-MÍ - Î) ® fftfli^) c(ij - fjj))\
represents a zN such that y(zN — zN) < s /24, for all JV. Assuming this we finish
the proof as follows : First we see Z™=, c„(y) â'„(ct)b'n(ß) = 0 in the ranges of integration, and S= Z"=i|c„|
|a¿|| || b'n|| < co . Thus for some 7V0 depending
only on S and on the measure of H x K

<**> iff , f.!

i e¿y)afa)bmZi,«)(flj,P)
d«dß)i< ô
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where S • mK(K) • T%< s ¡25, if N ^ JV0. If r¡ = mG(C¡), Sj = mK(Df), then
y(zN) < Ö ■mK(K) ( Z rf || «« - ?,) | s, | i>(«- *,) | )

= <5-mK(K)Z riSj.= <5-mK(K)(Z rfU Z Sj\
< ö-mK(K)Tl<el25.
Hence y(zw) <e/25.
In summary, we choose N0 so that (**) holds for N ^ N0, then A/ > JV()so
that y(zjv —z) < e/23, then C¡, D,-, £„ w, so that y(zs —zN) < e/24. As above,
y(zjV)<£/25 and
y(z") g y(z" - z') + y(z' - z) + y(z - zN) + y(zN - zN) + y(zN) < e.

Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we see z" = 0.
Thus we must prove the statement concerning the r¡,Sj,---.
For brevity we set c¡a'„ = dny, cyb'„= er-y. Then zN is represented by
Z^= i ( Z7 att.Sj(i)2j)(d„yu ® e„yv). For p > 0 there are compact sets Cd, De such

that
/•

00

Z

jG\Cdn

/»CO

=l

Z \dny(i)\d£,

jeK

Z

Z \ejn)\ dn<pl2,

Jh^-D^ n = l yeK

since Z"=i |a„']¡ Z"= i ¡jb'„|| < co . Hence there are compact sets C,D, independent of N such that wNrepresented by
Z ( Z cn(y)cy) ( \Jny(Zx)u(t;
» = 1\ yeK
/ \Jc

- Çx) díx ® \_eny(r¡x)v(n - r¡x)dnx\
Jd
/

satisfies y(zN — wN) < p/22. The functions dny,eny are uniformly continuous and
thus for cr > 0 there are neighborhoods X(0), 7(0) in G,H, such that
|dny(£x) - dny(Ç2)\, Ieny(nx) - eny(tj2)¡, | uSl-ufl

\\, \\ »,,-P,21|

< a

ifix-^2eX(0)_,nx-rj2eY(0).
If we cover C and D with finitely many translates of X(0) and Y(0) and then
partition C and D into finitely many measurable precompact sets C¡, D} each of
which is contained in one of the chosen translates of X(0), Y(0), and if

C¡eC¡, ifjeDj,

we can estimate

(¡.tfJuiZ-ZJ df,- Z dny(Qu(^
- Dm^Ci)|,
\_eny('li)v('l-'li)dr]t -

Z eny(r)f)v(n-fif)mH(Df)
J.
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Indeed (we estimate only one of the above, the other is treated similarly),

||IIJe,f - Zi = I" Zi JfCi- zi "«
= I11 £; Jaf ¿*«i)M€-to-««-&>)

dÇy|l + omGiC)\u ||

g Z £ |(/„i^)|( Jj «« - to - «« - ?01#) «i + ffmG(C)

^ tr(J K/toi d^+ mc(oV
It is now clear that for a > 0 small enough, wNrepresented by

Z(

Z âniy)cy)(l d^iQiM-Dm^C)®

n= I \ y eK

!

\ i

Z enyiñj)vin-fif)mH(D¡)\
j

/

satisfies y(wN— wiV)< p ¡22. It is clear that

Z
iek

Z(f
¡j V Jec

f

Z cJO)a'n(ct)S'n(ß)(cri,a)(fiJ,ß)dcidßcy

(?) Je«

<y)«= l

• (mG(C>(£- |;) ® m^tifa

- fjj)j.

represents wN, and that Z,n.c(C¡), HjmH(Dj) ^ max(ma(C),mH(D)) = T0 < co.
Hence for small enough p, y(ziV— z N) < p ¡2 + p¡22 <e/24. The proof is over.
In the theory of group extensions [2] two fixed groups K, S are considered
and the exact sequences

0->K-^G^>S

0

are gathered into equivalence classes. Two such sequences (one with G, one
with H) are considered equivalent if and only if there is an isomorphism
y¡iGH:G-+H such that
0C

0 -> K

0«

•Ac«S
H

<t>H

is a commutative diagram. If G and H are class representatives (the diagram
may or may not be commutative), the group

J = [(cbGx cbH)-1(diagonal(S x S))]/[(0C x 8H)(diagonal(K x K))]
is again associated with an exact sequence
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representative of the Baer product [1], [2] of the originally given classes.
In our discussion

© = G x HI[(9G x SH)(diagonal (K x K))~\
and

© = [(0* x 0*)" » (diagonal(/? x t))f

.

In particular © is a supergroup of a representative of the Baer product
when G¡9G(K) and H I9H(K) axe isomorphic. It is a simple matter to verify
that © is a representative of the Baer product if and only if 0G and 9H axe isomorphisms. In this case we obtain © = G, LX(G)®Li{G)LX(G) = LX(G) a result
derivable by direct examination of the data.
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